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What is A1Care
A1Care is a combination of herbs that helps maintain 
healthy blood glucose levels, protects the cardiovascular 
system, and prevents damage (to body systems) from 
high blood sugar levels.

How does A1Care work? 
Several of the active ingredients have been shown to 
decrease A1C levels by decreasing the uptake of sugar, 
by supplying vital trace minerals, or by using specific 
phytochemicals (biologically active compounds in 
plants) found in the herbal ingredients to create the 
desired e�ect of lowering blood sugar and/or blood 
pressure.

A1Care is a combination of herbs that naturally helps:
•   maintain healthy blood glucose levels
•   protects the cardiovascular system from high blood 
sugar 
•   prevents damage to body systems from too high a 
sugar level

Our customers have also noticed that A1Care helped them:
•   lose weight
•   fight fatigue
•   relieve or lessen cramps and muscle pains

Herbal Components
A combination of the below listed herbs are included in 
the A1Care formula. These ingredients were chosen for 
their unique characteristics and their blended strength. 
As a bonus, several are also considered tonic herbs 
(herbs used to promote overall well-being, to enhance 
the body’s energy, to regulate bodily and physiological 
functions.
•   Dandelion contains vitamins A, B, C, and D, as well as 
minerals such as iron, potassium, and zinc. Studies 
suggest that dandelion used to manage and treat 
diabetes can reduce fasting blood glucose levels up to 
30%[1, 2]. Inulin, a phytochemical of dandelion, may be 
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responsible for its e�ect on blood sugar levels. Dandelion also has 
antioxidative properties that help reverse oxidative damage linked to 
diabetes complications, such as liver and kidney disease[3, 4, 5].
•   Tumeric stimulates and increases the immune system, helps regulate 
blood sugar levels, and lowers high blood pressure. The active 
ingredient curcumin is linked to turmeric’s e�ect on blood sugar[6] 
and has been shown to improve blood glucose levels by inhibiting 
glucosidase enzymes[7]. Studies conducted on the antioxidative 
e�ect of turmeric indicate that it greatly improves kidney function and 
can treat nephropathy (kidney disease) related to diabetes[8].
•   Codonopsis  also known as Dang Shen, has been shown to treat 
diabetes, chronic renal failure, heart conditions and stroke. Pharmaco-
logical research has confirmed that it promotes digestion and metab-
olism, strengthens the immune system, and stimulates the nervous 
system[9]. Compounds found in Dang Shen retard the production of 
fibrin, limiting blood clot formation. In diabetic patients it reduces 
blood sugar by increasing insulin sensitivity, providing an e�ective 
alternative to conventional synthetic insulin sensitizers[10,11].
•   Polygoni Multiflori contains emodin, a phytochemical shown to have 
anti-diabetic properties that improve glucose tolerance and insulin 
sensitivity[12]. It has also been shown to lower cholesterol levels, 
decrease hardening of arteries, and improve lipid regulation[12,13].  
•   Poria specifically pachymic acid and dehydrotumulosic acid found in 
P. cocos, exhibits di�erent levels of insulin sensitizer activity to lower 
blood sugar[14]. 

Supplement Facts
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* Daily Value(DV) not established.

Other Ingredients: Cellulose
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